Build Massive Shoulders

Many people feel that no matter how diligently they work their shoulders or intensely they never
seem to grow or respond. Others also feel that training your shoulders is either boring or a
waste of time or certain parts of your delts are not worth training, because they are worked as a
secondary muscle enough.

However, I feel that shoulder workouts can be a great deal of fun and they can be very
productive for growth and once developed look awesome in and out of a shirt.

The Shoulders

As we know your shoulder has three sides to it the front, rear, and side. The question is which
part do you hit to get the broad shoulders or frame you have always wanted and what exercise
to use. For me, my shoulders have always grown very well but for other people a little more
effort may be required. I got my large shoulders and frame from mostly working the front of my
shoulders hard. I stayed mainly with one standard exercise, the military press.

As a compound movement it works excellent to add on size and I believe it cannot be
substituted for anything else, (apart from maybe behind neck press). I did around 4-5 sets of
military press for about 12 reps and my shoulders exploded. Then again this is me. You may
respond to lower reps or something of that nature. As I do 12 reps, I look forward to the ‘I know
it’s working’ burning sensation that some of us love.

Depending on how hard I worked them, I may or may not have sore delts the day after my
workout. You may be wondering what I did for the other area’s of my shoulder. I would also do 2
sets of lateral raises for 8-10 reps and for my rear delts I would do lateral raises lying down.
There can be alternates for these exercises such as the Arnold press, behind the neck press
(not recommended, as it can cause shoulder pain), bent over lateral raises, some say upright
rowing or rowing with elbows in or front lateral raises.
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Why Shoulders Matter?

Shoulders are very important on the road to building a perfect body. For those in bodybuilding,
when you hit a double back bicep pose do they look amazing, but for those that aren’t, great
shoulders look great just standing there, without you having to flex. It is the one muscle group,
like a big neck that tells people instantly that you train and are not the average bloke. Also in my
opinion when you side delts grow in proportion to your biceps it makes your biceps and arms
appear more defined and large.

Performing Exercises

Military Press
Use a barbell or two dumbbells and have your knuckles face the ceiling as you raise the barbell
or dumbbells to your shoulders. Then with control raise the bar above you head until your arms
are almost fully extended then lower it back down and repeat. If you avoid locking the bar out, it
keeps tension on your shoulder and make set much harder.

Lateral Raises
Grab two dumbbells and hold them at your side with your knuckles facing the ground. Raise
your arms to about shoulder height keeping them almost straight. Maybe go a little above your
shoulders try a couple of variations. I prefer to bend my knees slightly, bend my arms slightly
and bend forward as this allows a heavier weight and stricter style, without stress on my elbow
joints.

Lying Lateral Raises
Once again use two dumbbells and lay face down on your bench. Start with the dumbbells
hanging then raise your arms, which should be close to straight, so they are about parallel to
your shoulders.

Arnold Press
Once again two dumbbells are required. Start at your shoulders once again like military. Hold
them with knuckles facing upward; however, your palms should be facing you. As you push
towards the ceiling twist your arms so your palms face forward.
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Behind Neck Shoulder Press
Put a barbell over your head and lower it so it touches the back of your neck. Press it upwards
like military then lower it down behind your neck. You could always try to make a combination of
Military Press and Behind the Neck Press like in Rocky when he switches every rep. However,
a word of caution with this exercise, some people believe it injures your rotator cuff so be
careful if you even want to try it. If you want to go heavy, stock to the military press.

Bent-Over Lateral Raises
Bend over like when you are rowing so you are parallel to the floor. Use two dumbbells and
raise them in the same way as Lying Lateral Raises. Doing this works your rear delts much
harder.

Close grip barbell Upright Rows
Preferably using a barbell (E-Z bar for comfort) hold it at waist level and raise it to about
shoulder height or just below shoulder height. Your elbows should end up being slightly higher
than your shoulders.

Conclusion
Don’t over train your shoulders, stick to 2-3 shoulder exercises per workout. Don’t ego train
weights, that are too heavy. Damaged shoulders can take months to heal, so always lift strictly
and with good technique and work your way up the weights.
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